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with higher levels of educational attainment and career readiness than their peers and 

National Council of La Raza

generations of workers.

†
 under 

Latino youth face in postsecondary and workplace preparation.  We launched a small 

of education systems or how to develop the skills and networks needed to pursue a 

Foreword
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to navigate the postsecondary and career landscape.

Taking Steps to Success.  The purpose of the 

and advanced education and employment.  The 

employment and development to provide academic 

fortify their demonstrated high potential for success.  

and advancing in the workforce.  

This report is an assessment of 

is working to meet the academic 

and career preparation needs of 

participating students throughout 

study sought to understand the 

its student population.

This study evaluated more than 300 Latino 

students included those from the 2008 and 2009 

Escalera cohorts as well as Escalera alumni and 

students on a variety of academic and career indicators.  

Executive Summary

support to produce this report.
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KEY FINDINGS
86% of Escalera students from the 2008 

cohort graduated from high school or 

obtained a General Equivalency Diploma 

(GED). Escalera students graduate from high 

school at a much higher rate than the national 

†
 Escalera student 

a strong social support structure that the NCLR 

in closing the achievement gap for Latinos.   

95% of eligible Escalera students from the 

2009 cohort enrolled in college.  Escalera 

students enroll in college at a much higher 

†

roadmap for students to effectively navigate 

the postsecondary terrain and sets up a 

generation Latino college students making 

their way through the enrollment process. 

99% of Escalera graduates from the 2008 

cohort persist in college past year one.   

continued mentorship of Escalera staff are key 

factors in student persistence rates.  

 Escalera students have more work 

experience and career knowledge than 

their non-Escalera peers.  

greater career knowledge and are more likely to 

 

 Students who have access to college and 

career exploration activities have a greater 

knowledge of career paths and associated 

academic requirements.  Students who 

paths and associated academic requirements 

than those who do not.  This suggests that 

college and career preparation activities are 

effective in developing a roadmap to guide 

students through the postsecondary and career 

planning process.

†
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OVERVIEW

this study convened an evaluation planning session 

staff and leadership from the National Council of La 

emerged was a dual emphasis on understanding 

the college and career readiness of NCLR Escalera 

that impact Latino students in general.

a comparison group design that allowed the 

researchers to understand convergence and 

of college and career readiness indicators.  The 

outcomes of the program.  Comparison groups were 

SAMPLE
Research was conducted with more than 300 Latino 

Escalera high school and college students). 

   

DATA SOURCES

research approach to measure how well Latino 

students were prepared for college and careers.  

Qualitative data were collected through focus 

year period to assess college and career readiness 

at various points in the high school and college 

Further quantitative data from NCLR Escalera 

Methodology for Research

and advancing in the workforce.  NCLR also sought 

model and uncover whether or not Escalera 

students are more prepared for college and careers 

than their peers. 

This study sought to answer the following broad 

questions: 

How well are NCLR Escalera Program 

students prepared for college and careers 

in comparison to their peers? 

that Latinos face in enrolling for and 

completing college? 

What are the key components of the NCLR 

Escalera Program model which contribute 

to student success? 

How successful is the NCLR Escalera 

Program in graduating its students from 

high school and enrolling them in college? 

How well do NCLR Escalera 

Program alumni fare once they 

leave the program?

There is always a compelling story 

testimonials and stories are woven 

to illustrate essential points and 

to personalize the NCLR Escalera 

Purpose of This Report 
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1  

highest percentage of employed Hispanics age 

age 16 and over in these same occupations.2  

adult Latino workers had completed high school 

3  

Education is the key force for moving up the 

demonstrate that high school graduates earn up to 

graduates earn per year (see Figure 1).4 

While more Latinos are enrolling in college than 

The Latino Socioeconomic Landscape 

Not a high school graduate High school graduate
Some college or 
associate's degree Bachelor's degree Advanced degree All full-time, year-round workers

Earnings  $                              24,964  $                     32,862  $                  40,769  $                       56,118  $                    75,140  $                                 41,568 
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workers 

Median Earnings for Full-Time, Year Round Workers Aged 25 and Over by Educational 
Attainment (2007) 

Source

American Community Survey

Figure 1:  Median Earnings for Full-Time Year-Round Workers Age 25 
and Over by Educational Attainment
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enrollment and completion for Latino 

students. 

rising cost of tuition and the sustenance costs 

for college from their parents.10 

Latino students, in general, lack social 

supports to effectively navigate the 

postsecondary system.  Findings of the 

study suggest that Latino students have high 

support in helping them to navigate the system 

to achieve their aspirations.11

parental support for Latino students is passive.  

is critical in helping Latino students reach their 

is often needed outside of the family system.  A 

shows that Latino students from 

postsecondary system—more 

tutoring and homework help. 

their educational attainment and overall economic 

and add additional insight into the socioeconomic 

students face.

Latinos are highly concentrated in low-

income, low-wage jobs.  Consistent with U.S. 

reported the occupations of their parents who 

Alumni Survey found that more than nine out 

a high school diploma or less.6

that low educational attainment for Latinos 

 

Latino parent involvement can be 

characterized as passive.  Several studies 

have shown that parent involvement is a strong 

indicator of student success.

academic support from their parents.8  Escalera 

parent involvement is limited to emotional 

support in the form of encouragement at home.  

Students cited low educational attainment of 

to parent involvement. 

Latino high school juniors lack career 

knowledge.

9  

seniors and college students.

Barriers to Latino Academic and 
Career Success 
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ESCALERA PARTNERS

ensure that guidance counselors and other staff are 

engaged in student recruitment and selection and 

partnering with NCLR assist students with the 

college and scholarship application process and help 

track alumni attending their institutions.   

career opportunities.  These companies and their 

and summer internships; volunteer as mentors or 

coaches; connect Escalera participants with colleges 

and provide scholarships for graduates.

ESCALERA PROGRAM MODEL 

and educated Latino youth and 

effectively cultivate the future talent 

pipeline.  Escalera targets Latino 

need additional support to fortify 

their demonstrated high potential for 

The participants are recruited as a cohort for 

the duration of the program.  They are enrolled 

of high school and continue activities through 

personal development.  Students also receive case 

OVERVIEW

program model for serving Latino youth which 

and implement a youth workforce development 

Latino youth.  The goal was to make an impact on 

workforce needs of Corporate America and to prepare 

them to successfully compete in the 21st century.

employment and college readiness program.  The 

escalera

Latino youth to compete successfully in the 21st 

NCLR piloted the program in 2002 with support 

institutions with the resources to add value to 

the program.  

  

outcomes while serving Latino youth most in need 

graduate from high school and make informed 

participants have graduated from high school and 

and new strategic partnerships to design and 

implement customized program models and to 

additional Latino communities. 

The NCLR Escalera Program:  
Taking Steps to Success  
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The program graduates receive continued case 

management and leadership opportunities.  These 

services are provided to ensure that participants 

continued access to careers that will promote 

CUSTOMIZING THE ESCALERA 
PROGRAM MODEL
NCLR and its participating Affiliates have 

various youth populations while retaining the core 

components of the program. 

Early Intervention

Science, Technology, Engineering, and 

Mathematics (STEM) Focus

NCLR—in partnership with its 

implementing the traditional Escalera 

management and referral services to ensure that 

they receive the support they need to continue and 

succeed in the program.

week paid summer internship in the career interest 

NCLR Annual Conference and Líderes Summit.

receiving mentoring and academic tutoring and 

activities that focus on college or technical training 

participate in leadership development activities.  

Table 1:  Escalera Program Sequence
Junior Year Senior Year Post Program
First Semester 
(Junior In-School I)

Program planning
Program marketing
Recruitment and selection

Second Semester 
(Junior In-School II)

Individual assessment and planning
Technology
Work readiness
Academic tutoring
Support services
Career exploration

Summer 
Internships
Group research project
College exploration

First Semester
(Senior In-School I)

College applications
Mentoring
Academic tutoring
Support services
Career mapping

Second Semester
(Senior In-School II)

Community service
Career mapping
Financial planning
Academic tutoring
Support services

Summer
NCLR Youth Leadership Conference/
Líderes Summit
Job/academic support
Graduation
Postsecondary enrollment

Follow-up through alumni 
engagement and tracking
Case management support
Scholarships
Referrals to other support 
services (e.g., employment and 
transportation)
Alumni activities that bring together 
Escalera graduates for peer support
Participation in the Líderes Initiative
Postsecondary retention, including 
access to study resources and 
!nancial planning
Opportunity to mentor younger 
Escalera students

Summer
NCLR Youth Leadership Conference/
Líderes Summit

Source: 
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Escalera A!liate Network 

AltaMed Health Services Corporation—Los 

Angeles, California 

Corporation provides medical care to socially and 

economically diverse communities and administers 

prevention and awareness program.

Instituto del Progreso Latino—Chicago, Illinois 

dedicated to promoting the full development of Latinos 

an Alternative Adult Education high school and now 

offers educational services to youth and adults.  Some 

of the programs offered include English as a Second 

immigration issues.

Promesa Systems:  East Harlem Council for 

Community Improvement—New York, New York 

quality of life in their communities.  The organization 

has evolved over two decades and now serves the 

community development through collective efforts and 

Guadalupe Centers, Inc.—Kansas City, Missouri 

organization that seeks to serve the needs of the 

elementary school.  

American YouthWorks—Austin, Texas 

and training focused on preparing the student for a 

Knowledge Is Power Program—Houston, Texas

Houston in 1994 to help children from underserved 

communities develop the academic and character skills 

necessary to succeed at all levels of prekindergarten 

high school students with a growing family of schools.  

Success requires students to master the core academic 

and leadership.

HELP–New Mexico, Inc.*—Española and Las 

Vegas, New Mexico

opportunities to strengthen families throughout New 

and family counseling.

Disconnected Youth

and are therefore more likely than others to engage 

systems of support.  

of Workforce Solutions and the Commission for 

pilot model which is customized to serve Latino 

implementing a disconnected youth model serving 

program was customized to focus on intensive case 

educational attainment. 

youth model is implemented at the East Los Angeles 
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have shown that a social support structure is the 

strongest predictor of academic retention.13  What 

The lack of access to social capital is one of many 

individuals through their relationships to people or 

to take advantage—or not to take advantage—of the 

14

    

access to networks they may not have had access 

to otherwise.  Through programmatic functions 

supports that guide young Latinos to and through 

college and careers.

CAREER PREPARATION
“It’s a great experience [internship], you get 
to see what’s really going on inside di!erent 
places, you actually get to feel, well, you’re 
actually doing the job that you want to do 
and you learn, you learn whether you like 
it, whether you don’t like it, if it could be 
something that you actually 
really want to keep pursuing to 
do in the future.”

—Escalera student, Kansas City 

to measure career preparation.  The 

rationale for choosing these indicators 

career orientation.  Literature shows that early 

employment has an impact on employment retention.  

16  

OVERVIEW

from more than 40 focus groups and key informant 

This section is devoted to understanding Latino 

and career preparation and whether or not the 

enrolled in the program in comparison with those 

who are not.  This section also outlines convergence 

social support and its role in the academic and 

career preparation of Latino students.  Student 

KEY FINDINGS

Escalera peers.

Students who have access to college and career 

career paths and associated academic requirements.

Latino students have a variety of career aspirations.

aspirations for Latinos. 

SOCIAL SUPPORT
After interviewing hundreds of Latino students 

themes was the importance of a variety of 

relationships and their impact on academic and career 

on how social support impacts Latino student 

academic achievement and career preparation. 

educational requirements.  This perpetuates a trend 

with limited access to educated professionals in 

that strong social support systems are essential for 

particularly for students from disadvantaged 

12

Academic and Career Preparation Findings 
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of the Escalera model is to provide internship 

Key Finding:  Participation rates in internships were 

low for high school juniors.  However, juniors did have a 

basic understanding of the bene!t of internships.*

get paid for it, but at the same time get 

hands-on training on certain stuff.”    

“They help you develop skills; it also 

really want to do in the future.”  

Neither of these two students had 

participated in an internship program; 

in Los Angeles who had not participated in the 

just gives you hands-on experience and lets you know 

whether or not you actually want to do that career.”

“Maybe it’s [internship] not right for you and you 

realize it’s not for you and try something else.”

internships.

Finding Her Way:  
A Search for Social Support
Alone, without her parents, a high school freshman 

arrives at a new school in a new country.  The halls are 

crowded with students eager to take on the school year 

and experience all the social opportunities that come 

with it.  Smiles abound as small groups of her peers get 

reacquainted and huddle to hear the stories of summer 

vacation.  “How wonderful it must be to feel at home,” she 

thinks while wandering alone among the laughter and 

excited chatter.  “Will I ever be able to feel like that again?  

Will I ever have that carefree smile that so many have today?” 

She doesn’t understand the language, but she knows by 

the smiles and interaction that these other students are 

happy for this !rst day of school to have arrived.  She says 

to herself, “Todo lo que tengo en mi mente es mi familia, mi 

familia que me dejó aquí en este país sola con mi tía.”*   How 

she envies those students who feel at home and excited to 

be there on that day.  “How can anybody be happy for school 

to have arrived?” she thinks again, searching for anyone, 

anything to rescue her from this sense of loneliness.

This story could be that of many thousands of young 

people who arrive at new schools every day throughout 

this country.  It could be about a Navajo student who 

leaves the small reservation town to attend a large school 

in the city, or a new Russian immigrant with home literally 

halfway around the world.  It could also be about any of 

the students who leave rural America and suddenly !nd 

themselves immersed in a strange new urban world.  The 

story above, though, belongs to a young woman in Los 

Angeles, California.  Her name is Claudia.  She arrived in 

this country without most of the social ties that many of us 

take for granted—parents, close family, and a network of 

peers who act as our support in times of need, individuals 

who take an interest in us and our success.  Fortunately 

for Claudia, she found rescue from a social structure that 

would change her life.  One day a classmate told her 

about a program called Escalera.  “I had never thought 

about college before,” but the people in Escalera “saw 

more in me than I saw in myself” and since that time 

“everything has changed.” 

*Translation: The only thing I could think about was my family, the 

family that left me alone in this country to live with my aunt.
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“Well it kind of opens doors ’cause after you’re done 

with college you can go back and give them a call and 

probably they will have something for you, a job or 

they can have someone else who is looking for someone 

in the career that you have studied for.  So that’s very 

important to network and meet other people that have 

the same career you want to pursue.” 

This high school senior has developed an 

understanding that there is a current and future 

and future career orientation.  To cognitively 

capture and package this as a tool for the future 

is something that Escalera staff can promote and 

advantage of networks assumes that the student 

contacts to tap into.

EXPANDED NETWORKS
“I was one of the few lucky to go to 
Washington, DC for NCLR Advocacy Day.  It 
was like, Wow!  It was funny because I was 
able to meet [Senator] Barbara Boxer, and 
the person that was sitting next to me had a 
friend that was part of the Berkeley Alumni 
Association.  He told me there’s 
a scholarship coming up and if 
[I] want more information just 
contact [him] after.  So it’s like I met 
people that I was able to create that 
connection with.  At the time, I was 
waiting for my letter of acceptance.”

—Escalera senior, Los Angeles

one and year two data is in the area of networking 

necessary for students to have claimed networking 

networking knowledge.  The study sought to 

discover if students could draw a correlation 

Key Finding:  In year one, there were no signi!cant 

di"erences in work experience and career knowledge 

between Escalera and non-Escalera students.

in a much more detailed way.  The study generally 

The following quote from an Escalera senior in East 

“You may never know what you’ll need from whoever 

you meet, so it’s like if you need someone’s help it’s 

always good to keep in contact and just remember 

the people that you work with and think about how 

they can help you when you’re starting whatever it is 

that you want to start.”

of relationships developed while participating in 

“Primarily it’s not only about the relations but 

knowing people that are successful already, people 

that can help you get to the top because they’re 

already there.” 

When asked how this student came to that 

These two responses shed light on some of the ways 

young people as they prepare themselves for the 

world of work. 

Key Finding:  In year two, Escalera students had more 

work experience and career knowledge than their non-

Escalera peers.

had participated in internships and possessed the 

future career orientation.  Research shows that 

average salary increases.

students the skills to identify the importance of 

were from Escalera seniors.  Escalera students 
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interacted.19

whether Escalera alumni will decide to take 

the likelihood that students will use networking for 

their academic and career goals. 

and how it impacts career orientation.  

many stated that they did not intend to remain 

take their contacts and use them as social capital 

sustaining social capital.

ACADEMIC PREPARATION

this study also have parents with less than a high 

students involved in this study stated 

that parental involvement in their 

that parent involvement is limited to 

providing encouragement at home.20  

is attending or had attended college.  Generally 

access to the type of social capital through the 

family to assist with academic preparation in a 

meaningful way.

This study chose to focus on the support structure 

surrounding students and their attitudes and 

and under what conditions Latino students seek out 

Key Finding:  Escalera students are creating social 

capital by expanding their networks.

The following statement from an Escalera senior at 

how the program has provided opportunities to 

“I think once it comes out that you obtain your 

degree, you pretty much come down to say, okay, I 

study, I have my degree, and now what?  You got to 

know someone that will help you get a job.  Someone 

told me once that it’s not so much what you know but 

who you know.  You got to know people that are there 

so they could help you out.”

many of its students to attend the NCLR Annual 

Conference where young people from all over the 

Some students also have the opportunity to travel 

participation in these activities. 

of networking opportunities and what they may 

“Throughout your education you can go get help 

from them [contacts], or maybe they’ll have some 

kind of job opportunity open for you and make it 

easier for you to get a job after you graduate.” 

shared the value gained from learning certain 

“The PepsiCo people came, and they were telling 

us how to do work, how to do interviews for jobs.  

They were professionals already there.  They make 

money, tell you what they do, how they got there and 

everything, and that really helped too.” 

Seventy percent of Escalera students had their 

18

stated that they will remain in contact over time 

with the career professionals with whom they 
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understanding how students access support and their 

willingness to do so paints a picture of how well they 

navigate the educational environment.

is to assist students with the development of an 

for postsecondary education and careers.  This is 

and making connections with postsecondary 

institutions.  Additional academic support is provided 

through tutoring with the intended outcome of 

Key Finding:  Escalera students accessed external 

supports more frequently than their non-Escalera 

counterparts.

This study found that Latino students have high 

support in helping them navigate the system to 

caring adults is critical in helping Latino students 

support is often needed outside of the family system.  

postsecondary system than they seek out academic 

program clearly helps to create the 

necessary social capital to assist 

students who did not have similar 

school years conveyed a sense of 

disappointment in this as they 

career resource centers. 

an education plan know precisely the degree they 

will need to enter their career of choice and the 

Young men dream of 
being noble men like their 
fathers.  As a very young 
boy, Quinti was moved by 
the genuine concern his 
father had for the people 
in the community.  “My 
father’s noble cause was 

to help his community,” Quinti explains.  “He 
was a policeman, but he was more of a helper 
than an enforcer.”  With his father by his side, 
Quinti felt safe and secure.  However, those 
feelings of safety and security quickly changed 
one fateful day in front of the family home.  “My 
father was robbed and didn’t have any money 
on him, so he was shot and killed right in front 
of my mother.  Ironically, he was a victim of the 
very thing he was trying to fight—crime.”

The aftermath of this tragedy left Quinti 
searching for answers.  “I wasn’t into academics.  
I actually failed second grade.  The whole thing 
with my father really had an effect on me.”  Still 
living in fear, the family left Mexico in search of 
a new life.  They settled in Chicago hoping for 
a better academic and economic future for 
the children.  

The hope of greater opportunities was 
balanced by the harsh realities of living in a 
foreign place with a single mother supporting 
young children.  There were many other barriers 
Quinti had to overcome in accessing the 
American Dream.  “I had the language barrier 
and the cultural barrier even though I was 
among Latinos in my school.  I had no choice 
but to advocate for myself.  I felt alone in this 
new world.”

Over the next several years, Quinti’s 
perseverance and sheer determination started 
to pay dividends.  A college education was 
now well within his reach.  However, he did not 
have the slightest idea of where to start.  That 
is where Quinti got introduced to the NCLR 
Escalera Program.  “My friend told me about it 
[Escalera].  I was like, ‘I have a college program 
here in my high school.  Why do I want to go to 
another college program?’  But, then I looked 
it up on the Internet and got excited about 
the opportunity.”

Through the dedicated support of Escalera staff 
and coaches, Quinti was accepted into DePaul 
University, where he is pursuing a degree in 
communications.  “Escalera staff helped me with 
my essays, résumé, and my portfolio.  They also 
made sure I was prepared for the ACT and other 
college entrance requirements.  I had a support 
network with Escalera that I didn’t have before.”

In addition to the academic support, Quinti 
gained work experience through a media 
internship at a local bilingual radio station.  “I 
started as an intern at Radio Arte, and I’m still 
working there.”  The internship opportunity also 
shaped Quinti’s choice of a major and eventual 
career.  “I see myself working in an organization 
or creating my own organization where 
Latinos have a say in the media.  We need a 
diversity of perspectives.”

Quinti’s hope is to obtain a PhD to honor the 
legacy of his father and to fulfill the dreams 
of his mother.  I guess you can safely say that 
Quinti—much like his father—has become a 
noble man. 

A Noble Man:  
A Story of Perseverance and Determination
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What type of work do you see yourself doing in 

 What degree or academic requirements are 

Somewhat Understood

Well Understood 

categories.  

“I’m not sure but I think it’s science, biology, and 

math, reading, mostly oral.”  

“To be a nurse of course you need your high school 

degree and I don’t know.” 

and discovering the level of education required to 

reach their career goals. 

was interested in either architecture or medicine.  

“If I want to be an architect, [I need to study] design 

or drafting.  If I want to be a doctor [I need] science 

or biology.”

This student understands that there are academic 

requirement. 

The following Escalera student has aspirations 

“I want to be a lawyer, and to go to law school you 

major in basically anything you want.” 

understanding that completing an undergraduate 

school application process were steps for reaching 

her goal. 

educational requirements for their career.  For 

“For sure you need six years of college and maybe [to] 

have to get a PhD in it.” 

this student will have to complete steps and choose 

Key Finding:  There were no signi!cant di"erences in 

study habits between Escalera and non-Escalera students.

readiness of Latino students.  What this study 

was consistent across study sites and 

age groups.  College students generally 

rigors of college coursework.  When 

an impact on college readiness.  Teaching these 

ensuring that Latino students have access to rigorous 

college preparation coursework and quality instruction 
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“Eight to ten years for a doctor.”  

“When we went to… [college visit] they give you 

the curriculum and they tell you the pathways for 

different careers and how long it takes for being a 

dentist, for being a doctor, for being a surgeon, for 

being a psychotherapist.  They tell you and they 

specify how many years you have to study.” 

“Well I’ll be getting a bachelor’s degree, and if 

possible after medical school maybe I’ll go back and 

get a master’s, then hopefully a PhD some day.” 

This student demonstrates an understanding of 

degree and medical school are part of her future.  

commitment to achieve her goal—eight to ten years. 

United Nations and has pretty good insight as to 

“It would be like six years because I want to get a 

master’s.  You can’t just go in there [UN] with a 

bachelor’s.  You have to have experience.  I have to 

ensure that my college has study abroad [opportunities] 

or something so I can go abroad and obtain a lot of 

internships relating to the UN or something relating to 

that.  I’ll have to get a degree in international studies.” 

of reaching her goal.

CAREER ASPIRATIONS
“Before I was in Escalera, I guess 
for the most part I saw myself as 
probably getting an education 
and getting a good job, but I 
never really thought about where 
I would be.  I usually thought 
about having an o"ce somewhere 
by Cook County, by the prison 
or something.  Then I joined 
Escalera.  They helped me with this 
internship and I saw this whole new world for 
me, somewhere that I hope I will be.  I don’t 
know… it’s motivation.  Through Escalera 
they helped me get a part-time job at a law 
#rm as an intern and they sent me all around 
downtown.  I was like—Wow!—I wish I could 
be here one day.

—Escalera alum, Chicago

young Latinos to connect their career aspirations 

actual study hours per week.     

high school students study alone.  Avoiding 

distractions was the primary reason students gave 

more frequency than their high school counterparts.  

21st century working environments are dynamic 

which are leadership skills that easily transfer to the 

workplace.  Raising these group activities as a critical 

preparedness for the workplace. 

Key Finding:  Students who have access to college and 

career exploration activities have a greater knowledge of 

career paths and associated academic requirements.

to articulate a more detailed educational plan.  

the treatment and comparison groups who gave 

knowledge of academic requirements as they 

pertain to their career choices. 

“We went to a college visit at UMKC (University of 

Missouri–Kansas City), and the program coordinator 

for the architectural program said they had a joint 

program… take two years and then three years at Kansas 

“Just to be an RN it would be two years, but if 

you want to go farther you can go four years or six 

years.  I learned that at UMKC nursing week in the 

summer.  I went and they had all the different kinds 

of nurses you could be and how long it would take.” 

These students not only demonstrated knowledge 

of how long it would take them to prepare for their 

 

senior in year two; she demonstrates a comprehensive 

knowledge of academic requirements.  This student 
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who serve in areas where there is the highest need.

Latino students are developing career aspirations 

following section delves into the role of relationships 

young Latino students.     

PROXIMAL INSPIRATION TO 
CAREER ASPIRATIONS

it may have something to do with what they are 

emotionally—the more likely he is to 

orientation.  Several testimonials within 

life and future career aspirations.

a lot of health problems and every time she would 

get sick I would want to help her.  But there [was] 

nothing I could do because I didn’t have any remedy 

or solution for whatever was making her ill.  And 

then going to the hospital with her and noticing 

that the doctors know what to do, and they give her 

some type of prescription and that doesn’t do the 

job.  It frustrates me.  I want to become a doctor 

towards these illnesses and ways to prevent them 

and hopefully give back to my community, and try to 

section are the types of careers that young Latinos 

aspire to enter and some of the motivating factors 

Key Finding:  Latino students have a variety of career 

aspirations. 

and education—as their career aspirations.  The 

there is a desire among some corporations to 

create a pipeline of Latino talent toward corporate 

interested in creating their own career path as 

students and alumni interested in pursuing 

Career Category
%Total 
Responses

Nonprofit/
Social Work 12%
Health Care 17%
Government 14%

Private Sector/Small 
Business 16%
Education 12%
Law 5%
Undecided 7%
Other 18%

Nonpro!t/ 
Social Work 

12% 

Health Care 
17% 

Government 
14% 

Private Sector/
Small Business 

16% 

Education 
12% 

Law 
5% 

Undecided 
7% 

Other 
18% 

Career 
Category

Escalera 
Students/Alu
mni

Non-Escalera 
Students

Total 
Responses

%Total 
Responses

Nonprofit/ 
Social Work 23 10 33 12%
Health Care 44 6 50 17%
Government 29 10 39 14%
Private 
Sector/Small 
Business 41 4 45 16%
Education 29 4 33 12%
Law 12 2 14 5%
Undecided 13 8 21 7%
Other 28 23 51 18%
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Figure 2:  Career Aspirations of Escalera and Non-Escalera Students

Source
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shows how an emotional connection with former 

teachers has inspired a decision to pursue a career 

“I guess because teachers have done so much for me 

and it has been a large part of my life, I want to 

make a change in other kids.  So I want to wake up 

in the morning thinking that it’s not just going to 

work but going to work to make a difference.”

young man to pursue a career in social services.  

development practitioner—had regular contact and 

“I want to give back…to change the things 
that are going on.”

—High school senior, Kansas City 

Key Finding:  A desire for social change in#uences 

career aspirations for Latinos.

of Escalera alumni stated that helping others was 

the primary reason for their career choice.21  Growth 

in volunteerism and civic participation in the U.S. 

suggests that young people are making career 

actions suggest that they are interested in creating 

social change.

to mentors who develop strong relationships with 

range of future leadership positions. 

OVERVIEW

college enrollment and retention rates.  This section 

this section focus on the 2008 and 2009 cohorts who 

participated in this study and are derived from two 

KEY FINDINGS

in college.  

past year one.  

NCLR Escalera Program Impact
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GRADUATION RATES
Figure 5:  High School Graduation Rates by 
Site and Cohort*

2008 Cohort Graduation Rate:  86%

2009 Cohort Graduation Rate:  84%
†

Source

Graduation rates do not include the participants who may 

Summary

study took a closer look at student recruitment.

the 2008 cohort and 20 participants in the 2009 

for success and are at a higher risk of not earning a 

percent of the 2008 cohort earned 

completed the program.  The decline 

change in case managers assigned to 

national graduation rate of their Hispanic peers.

some early challenges with student recruitment.  

and a greater emphasis on student recruitment after 

  

it is important to note that this site implemented 

Site Graduation Rates
IPL 100% 87%
AltaMed 84% 89%
Promesa 60% 90%
KIPP 73%
GCI 68%
AYW 76%

2008 Cohort Graduation Rate 84%
2009 Cohort Graduation Rate 83%
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PARTICIPATION COMPARISON
Figure 3:  2008 Cohort Participation 

 

Summary

participants at the three sites (see Figure 3). 

 

Figure 4:  2009 Cohort Participation

Summary

Figure 4 illustrates the growth of the NCLR Escalera 

These three new sites launched the program with 

2009 Cohort:  Participation Rates

IPL 52
AltaMed 80
AltaMed Non-Traditional 20
AYW 21
GCI 22
KIPP 22
Promesa Systems, Inc. 30

IPL 
52 

AltaMed 
80 

AltaMed 
Customized 

20 

AYW 
21 

GCI 
22 

KIPP 
22 

Promesa 
30 

2009 Cohort:  Participation Rates 

IPL 

AltaMed 

AltaMed Non-Traditional 

AYW 

GCI 

KIPP 

Promesa Systems, Inc. 

and who are at higher risk of not earning a high school credential.

Site # of students served
IPL 35
AltaMed 82
AltaMed Non-Traditional 15
Promesa Systems, Inc. 15

IPL 
35 

AltaMed 
82 

AltaMed 
Customized 

15 

Promesa 
15 

2008 Cohort:  Participation Rates 

IPL 

AltaMed 

AltaMed Non-Traditional 

Promesa Systems, Inc. 

Source   
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COLLEGE ENROLLMENT RATES
Figure 6:  Immediate College Enrollment 
Rates by Escalera Site and Cohort*

2008 Cohort College Enrollment:  86% 

2009 Cohort College Enrollment:  95% 

Source

Summary

enrollment rates of Latinos.  

students for the 2009 cohort into college.  As 

emphasis on serving students with the highest 

academic and social needs.  Students 

remediation needs are much greater 

than the general Escalera student 

case management is needed to 

reintegrate Escalera students into a 

reveal that some of them enroll at a later time.  

Immediate College 
Enrollment Rates 
by Escalera Site 
and Cohort 

IPL AltaMed Promesa KIPP GCI AYW

2008 Cohort 83% 87% 89%

2009 Cohort

96% 100% 100% 100% 100% 56%
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120% 
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Immediate College Enrollment Rates by Escalera Site and Cohort  

2008 Cohort 2009 Cohort 

program had previously dropped out of traditional 

at graduating students and preparing them for 

conveys that they recruit students with the highest 

a success.

through tutoring.  Given the remediation needs 

the argument for social support.
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COLLEGE PERSISTENCE RATES 
Figure 8:  2008 Cohort College  
Persistence Rates  by Site
2008 Cohort Aggregate College Persistence Rate:  99% 

Source

Summary

alumni in the 2008 cohort who originally enrolled 

participants down the road.   

NCLR Escalera Program Post-Secondary Enrollment by Institution Type 2008 Cohort:  College Persistence Rates

AltaMed 100%
IPL 99%
Promesa 100%
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2008 Cohort:  College Persistence Rates 

  

COLLEGE ENROLLMENT BY 
INSTITUTION TYPE
Figure 7:  NCLR Escalera Program 
Postsecondary Enrollment by Institution Type

Source

Survey (N=109).

Summary

graduates have started their college education close 

to home.  From focus groups conducted with alumni 

for their preference for local community colleges 

to get acclimated to college in a less threatening 

more individualized attention from faculty.  

NCLR Escalera Program Post-Secondary Enrollment by Institution Type

College/University 
(4-Year) 51.40%
Community College 
(2-Year) 36.20%
Vocational/ 
Technical 2.90%
Other 1.90%
Currently not Attending College 7.60%
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follow them into the workforce.   

achieve greater parity for Latinos in professional 

social change.  

This study found that Latino students have high 

academic and career aspirations.  They often need 

through high school and into college.  This study 

and enrolls them in postsecondary institutions 

at a much higher rate than the national average.  

academic planning and preparation that helps 

to guide students through uncharted territory.  

This type of academic support has also set up 

important to note that academic planning alone will 

coursework and access to quality instruction also 

We know that Escalera students enroll in 

postsecondary education at a high rate.  We also 

know that Escalera students persist in college 

on graduating Latinos from college and ensuring 

employment at higher or advanced levels.  The 

high school graduation and college enrollment 

demonstrate success in meeting these two 

will only happen if enrollment in college leads to 

more Latino college graduates.  The NCLR Escalera 

graduates at this point given its relatively short 

to achieving higher college graduation rates.  

is limited to the immediate family.  Through 

Conclusion
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dropping out of college.  An improved tracking system 

graduation rates for Escalera participants.

college persistence rates for Escalera alumni.  

Colleges and universities have a range of support 

programs such as Student Support Services provide 

entering postsecondary education are unaware of 

to navigate the system could greatly enhance a 

increase efforts to teach students how to seek out 

these support services at the college or university 

Encourage consistent engagement from 

corporate partners. 

Focus group data suggest that corporate 

involvement in Escalera programming is episodic. 

Students spoke of seeing corporate partners 

engagement still had an impact on making 

in implementing the Escalera 

approach this is to pair up students 

interested in corporate careers with a 

mentor who can guide them through 

the process.  This will assist the 

capital in the corporate world

Track Escalera alumni as they enter 

the workforce.  

necessary to document the matriculation patterns 

of Escalera alumni as they enter the workforce.  As 

Ensure that Latino students have access to 

rigorous college preparation coursework and 

quality instruction. 

Social support is critical in providing the roadmap 

for Latino students to graduate from high school 

done to ensure that students are taking rigorous 

coursework and have access to quality instruction 

in their schools.  This may require that the Escalera 

school careers and advise them earlier to ensure 

that they are taking courses that will adequately 

prepare them for college coursework.  This can also 

schools from which the program recruits its students.  

Provide more opportunities for students to develop 

leadership skills through team-based activities. 

21st

Assess program quality in an intentional way. 

The program is now at the level of maturity where 

it is assessing quality in an intentional way.  

tool that assesses process outcomes across sites and 

will help to improve consistency across sites.  Quality 

Enhance the Escalera Replication Guide by 

connecting curriculum to intended student 

outcomes. 

NCLR should consider adding a curriculum to its 

Escalera Replication Guide which connects lesson 

plans to intended student outcomes.  This will 

enhance communication from the national level 

what tools an Escalera graduate will possess once 

curriculum could provide a model that will demonstrate 

of formal academic preparation.

Provide ongoing support for Escalera alumni 

through college.  

demonstrate a decline in college retention for the 

cohorts preceding 2008.  Students in the study 
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